
Equity, Engagement, and Growth
Expanded Smarty Ants Español Feature Set 
To support students learning foundational Spanish literacy skills, we’re 
expanding the features available to students. Students will now be able 
to participate in level check activities, pre-level checks, back-to-school 
placement testing, and virtual graduation  ceremonies. These new features 
will bring the Spanish version more in line with the English version, ensuring 
all students are receiving similar experiences in the desired language. 
Available: Now

Fresh Look for Printable Stories 
Smarty Ants and Smarty Ants Español story printouts have a fresh look. The 
printable stories, available in the Teachers’ Guide and the Training Tab, have 
been improved with four panels per page, each with larger images and text. 
A sidebar also displays key information about the target skill, key vocabulary, 
and a question to encourage discussion. This will make it easier for students 
to engage with the text, share with peers and families, and improves the 
overall reading experience. Available: Now 

Monitor Placement for Returning Smarty Ants Español 
Students  
Students enrolled in the Spanish version of Smarty Ants can now participate 
in the back-to-school placement test. This test helps identify where students 
should pick up in the Smarty Ants curriculum and places them in the correct 
level to continue their progress. As with the English version of the test, this 
adaptive assessment begins at the last level a student completed and is 
used to determine if is properly placed or can accelerate beyond the last 
level they completed. Available: Now 

BACK TO SCHOOL 2022
LOOK WHAT’S NEW!

McGraw Hill’s supplemental learning solutions are designed to support your core curricula 
and drive equity, engagement, and growth. For the 2022-23 school year, we’ll be introducing 
several powerful, new features for Smarty Ants.
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Frictionless Integration
Monitor Progress with Detailed Administrative Reports 
Available to district administrators and site coordinators, Smarty Ants has a new 
dashboard to help leaders monitor student performance and the health of their 
Smarty Ants implementation. Accessible from the Reports tab, this new dashboard 
provides information related to student usage, lesson progress, performance, and 
percent of students on target. The filters ensure that administrators can narrow or 
expand the data parameters to meet their specific needs. All data is exportable 
for easy integration into other, external reporting systems. Available: Now

Optimizing Mobile Browser Access and Support  
Students who access Smarty Ants on a tablet can now log in through a mobile 
browser. Instead of downloading the Smarty Ants app, students can now simply 
open a browser tab on their iPad, Chromebook, or other tablet device and log 
into Smarty Ants. They will work live in the product, just like those logging in from 
a laptop or desktop  computer. Browser access provides a smooth transition 
when switching from landscape to portrait mode and allows for easy touchscreen 
navigation, which is especially helpful for activities where students trace letter 
shapes. Browser access is not available when offline and is not recommended on 
phones due to the small screen size. Available: Now

For more information, visit achieve3000.com or call 800-838-8771.


